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Retail stores have a huge amount of information and physical inventory to manage to keep accurate records. Retail Management Information Systems (RMIS) collect and organize the information that retail managers and company managers need to improve inventory, staff, and business management to financial success. RMIS often rely
on computer programs that track stocks and dictate what is ordered. Retail management information systems provide many features for companies that use them. Typically, a computer program or other automated process, RMIS collect customer data, track inventory, provide electronic point-of-sale services and conduct market research.
Your favorite clothing store, for example, probably uses RMIS to keep your name in its loyalty program database, call in your purchase and determine whether the blue shirt you bought is popular enough among customers to restock. CRM, or customer relationship management, is an important aspect of running a retail business. This
method is usually electronic, to track all the relationships of your business and interactions with past and present customers. The CRM database is, in fact, a business book that retailers can access when they need to do market research or send circulars in the mail. It is very important that a good CRM system is included in the company's
RMIS. From time to time, the information contained in the store's information system must be studied to ensure its accuracy. Retail information officers trained in inventory management will conduct an audit to ensure that the number of items in the warehouse is in line with the IIA number. For a variety of reasons, including lost or damaged
items, thefts or employee errors when ordering or using a system, the numbers provided may not match what RMIS suggests. Therefore, audits are necessary for periodic communications operations between the two systems. The results of the physical audit should be submitted to the RIS so that it would be accurate in the future.
Sometimes a retail audit is conducted by the company's inventory control team or sales team. In other cases, an external supplier specializing in retail audits has been hired to analyze the retail management information system and count stocks or stocks. In addition to identifying discrepancies between cataloged and present elements,
audits are moving long ago towards providing additional data on what works and what doesn't. Things like shelf location, sale price or inventory can be analyzed after audit data is returned to determine whether companies will change their approach to certain product lines to improve future sales. Posted by Juel 27, 2020 by Andrew
Conrad You Wouldn't Sell Restaurant Supplies With Ice Ice truck and you don't have to sell B2B from the B2C website. Instead, use these best B2B e-commerce platforms. In 2020, your digital showcase is more important than ... Continue reading Published in May. 27, 2020 Rupal Bhandari tired of paying commission to third-party
delivery partners? Want to create your own food delivery, but without a big investment? We've got your back! Restaurant consultant Giuseppe Badalamenti recently posted receiving orders from food delivery ... Continue reading Published in May. 20, 2020 by Bandita Awasthi Want to start an e-commerce business, but not sure which
platform to use? Check out our list of the most popular e-commerce platforms. Small businesses had to switch to digital operations because of the COVID-19 pandemic.... Continue reading Published in May. 15, 2020 Rupal Bhandari Don't be put off by the idea of creating a digital store. Explore these tools to make online retail simple and
simple. Over the past few years, online retail (aka e-commerce) has become an integral part of ... Continue reading Published in May. 01, 2020 Colleen Cooey Are you focusing on the right marketing strategies during this crisis to maintain brand loyalty? Follow our guide to make sure you are on your way to a strong discovery. Under
normal conditions, more than 60% of small businesses say ... Continue reading Published April 23, 2020 Rupal Bhandari CRM in retail should not be an independent tool. In fact, combining it with POS can help save time and money. Traditionally, if a small or medium-sized retail business wants to keep track of customer information,...
Continue reading Published April 03, 2020 Rupal Bhandari Constantly juggling between relevant staff and lean budgets? Here are some tips to help you plan your employees efficiently. Employee planning is a key challenge not only for retailers, but also for other service industries such as ... Continue Reading Published September 03,
2019 Andrew Marder Free POS exists, although you still have to buy equipment, whether it's a full register/scanner/printer combo or just a desktop or tablet. Below, I've put together a list of free POS software tools: In this collection, you'll... Continue reading Published August 03, 2019 by Cara Wood Every Store needs an artist. It's not
something you'll hear every day, or maybe even ever, but it's true. Your product does not sell itself. You have to have great marketing to bring people to your store,... Continue reading Published February 13, 2019 Liann Mosier Top 20 reports are updated annually. This report was updated on February 11, 2019. When was the last time
you stole card in a restaurant or retail store? A few nights ago? This morning, even? Likely... Continuing reading Managing Retail Business is a huge task. Retail management software helps Track inventory and customer orders through sales channels, manage customer relationships, and coordinate vendor orders. The best retail
management software is easily integrated with point-of-sale software (POS) and e-commerce platforms and has a starting cost of about $100 per month for small businesses. Top 6 Retail Management Software for 2020 Retail Management Software (Best overall) Retailers, Wanting all-in-one software to manage online stores and multi-
delivery salesBrick and mortar retailers in need of accounting integration and service planning. Created by retailers wishing comprehensive, multichannel data management solutions, Global and B2B retailers handle more than $1 million in transactions annually As we evaluated Retail Management System Software Best Retail
Management software should offer a comprehensive solution. We have identified six best options, weighing several factors including monthly cost and how easy each software is to find out. We also looked at POS software, customer management and inventory control tools. In addition, we've evaluated integration with third-party services
and how well each can help manage your online presence. The criteria we used to evaluate the best retail management software include: Price: Cost is often the determining factor in choosing retail management software, so we estimate how much each service costs per month. Ease of use: It's important that retail management software
is easy to use by business owners and their employees. For this reason, we've appreciated how intuitive each software interface is for learning and use. Inventory management: The ability to enter products, change prices and descriptions, and track how many of each item is in stock is an integral part of the retail business. We appreciated
the availability and ease of using inventory management tools for each option. Points of Sale (POS) : POS tools can be considered the heart of the retail business, as they allow stores to sell goods and accept payments. When evaluating retail software options, we were looking for tools that in use and relatively non-crashing. Customer
Management Features: We've also looked at how well each platform collects information about your customers to help you sell them more efficiently. E-commerce Features: The ability to sell inventory online may not be a deciding factor for every small business owner, but we have incorporated these features into our considerations.
Integration: Integration with third-party services can be extremely useful in areas of retail business such as accounting and planning. To determine the best retail management software, we rated the rated For each option. Reporting and Analytics: The ability of software to collect data and create workable reports is an important aspect of
inventory and marketing choices for customers. User Reviews: In addition to evaluating the various software features, we also read what users have to say about every retail management software on our list. At the end of our analysis, we chose Lightspeed Retail as our best overall choice. It strikes a delicate balance between usability,
accessibility and functionality in a way that no other service can do. Lightspeed Retail: Lightspeed Retail's best small business management software is a cloud-based retail management solution that can be implemented in multiple locations. It has everything you need to run a retail business. From inventory management and employee
planning to POS terminals and customer loyalty programs, there's very little your retail store needs that Lightspeed Retail can't help. Lightspeed Retail Price Lightspeed Retail has five different plans to choose from that range from $69-$299 per month for a single register. All plans include Lightspeed Retail POS and built-in payment
processing of 2.6% and 10 cents per transaction. Each plan includes various additional programs such as e-commerce, accounting, customer loyalty programs and analytics. Lightspeed Retail Prices and Features Monthly Fee for Additional RegisterBuilt-in Processing Payments Monthly Fee for Annual Account. The monthly payment is
available at a higher rate. Lightspeed Retail Features Lightspeed Retail is an all-in-one solution for your brick-and-mortar retailer. It manages everything from inventory and employee to trading services, CRM tools, POS terminals and e-commerce. So, whether you need to call something for a customer, restock your backroom, run special
reports, or schedule employee hours, Lightspeed Retail has it all in one place for you. Lightspeed Retail Inventory Management Lightspeed's inventory management features are the most comprehensive of any retail management software we have evaluated. You can use it not only to add new products, manage existing inventory and
order more inventory, you can also manage shipping, returns and transfers. You can also create customized product tags and sell individual products together in a bundle. The more you drill into the inventory interface, the more granular and useful it becomes for your store. Easy stock management. Image credit: Lightspeed Retail POS
Features One of the most convenient things about Lightspeed's POS module is that it is cloud-based, meaning that any Internet-connected computer or mobile device will be able to use it. This separates your employees from the physical cash register and allows them to accept payments anywhere in the store. It even allows you to take
your yours on the road and sell your goods wherever you find yourself. Lightspeed Retail POS Lightspeed E-Commerce Features If your retail store has an online presence, you can use Lightspeed e-commerce to manage an online store. E-commerce comes with Starter, Standard, Advanced, and Pro Plans. The platform integrates
perfectly with the operations of your physical store, so you don't have to worry about reselling your inventory. There are many great store templates, SEO tools and other e-commerce features that allow your store to function as well on the internet as it happens in the physical world. Lightspeed Retail Supplement and Integration
Lightspeed Service integration list for quite some time. At the time of writing, 93 integration options were listed on the Lightspeed website. Integration options include payment providers, planning software, accounting, loyalty programs, booking, subscription, employee planning, marketing, and payroll. Lightspeed reporting and analytics
program that is this comprehensive generates a lot of data during normal use. Lightspeed Retail allows you to take advantage of this data so you can make better business decisions. In addition, the fact that it is cloud-based means that data from all your locations are in the same location that you can access from anywhere in the world.
You can create reports for any aspect of your business. Lightspeed Retail reports on the options that Lightspeed Retail is missing Lightspeed is a comprehensive solution for retail software management. However, it can also come with a high price tag. The basic POS plan is only $69 per month, but in order to have a true retail
management system with advanced reporting and inventory management, you'll need a pro plan that is $229 per month. If you have multiple registers or locations, the monthly fee for the software can easily reach over $300 per month. Lightspeed Retail Reviews People who use Lightspeed Retail overwhelmingly approve of its tools and
performance. Lightspeed Retail reviews often refer to how easy it is to integrate into their retail store and how to simply train employees to use it. Users also pile on praise for its comprehensive nature from inventory to customer service to delivery-they love that everything is covered. The most common complaint about Lightspeed Retail is
that it can get quite expensive if you have a lot of POS terminals. Vend: Best Brick and Mortar Retail Management Software Vend is a retail POS system companies accept payments, track inventory, create reports, create customer profiles, develop loyalty programs, and connect with online shopping. These features, combined with
Vend's integration with accounting and service planning, make it an almost complete retail management software that is ideal for brick-and-mortar retailers. Vend Prices You can try Vend for free for 14 days and then then between three price plans: Lite, Pro and Enterprise. Accounts annually, Lite, and Pro are $99 and $129 per month,
respectively. For monthly billing, these prices jump to $119 and $159, respectively. The enterprise requires custom quotes for your specific business needs. Vend Pricing Plans E-Commerce - Other add-onDedicated account manager Vend Features Vend sells itself as a POS solution, but it's really an all-in-one selling tool. This allows you
to sell your products both physically and online, has excellent inventory management tools, as well as reporting tools, customer databases and loyalty programs. There's little he can't do to sell late things, making it a great option for solopreneurs who need an all-in-one option. One of the great features of Vend is that it includes a loyalty
program built into the POS even for the Lite plan. Most systems charge extra for these features. Vend Inventory Management Vend's inventory management POS system is one of the most detailed of any POS or retail management software that small businesses can buy. The software makes it easy to download your current list of
products as CSV or manually enter them one by one. Product pages contain all the information you need about the product to sell it online or in your store- right down to taxes and inventory. Vend Product editing dashboard. Image credit: Vend Other inventory tools include stock control that will help you keep your holdings at a steady



level. Vend also has some vendor management features that give you a central place for information about the vendors you regularly deal with. Vend POS Features POS Terminal is the beating heart of the Vend system. It's a browser-based system so you can run it on any computer, smartphone or tablet with an internet connection,
making it very easy to accept payments from anywhere you happen to be worth it. There's also an iPad app that serves as a mobile POS terminal. The interface of the terminal is quite intuitive, so everyone should be able to learn how to use it effectively in just a few minutes. iPad POS terminal. Image credit: Vend Vend E-Commerce
Features Vend POS has some great tools to help you sell what you have in an online store. Although it does not have an online store builder itself, it integrates well with e-commerce services such as Shopify, BigCommerce, WooCommerce, and Magento. So if you have There is a showcase on one of these services, Vend POS will fit
right into your operation. Other e-commerce features on Vend include what they call omnichannel sales. This means that you sell wherever possible, including through your physical store, your online store, sales platforms such as Amazon and eBay, and social media sites such as Facebook and Instagram. This allows you to Find their
products much easier. Vend Supplements and Integration In addition to sync with your digital store service, Vend has a healthy selection of affiliate integrations to optimize your retail experience. Accounting solutions such as Xero and Fast Books are essential to keeping your finances back on track. If you have employees, you can
subscribe to a deputy or timely management of their schedules and performance. Although the Vend integration list is not exhaustive, it covers all bases. Vend Reporting and Analytics Vend has very detailed reporting options. You can create reports for almost any aspect of your business. Some of the reports Vend can generate include
sales reports, inventory reports, register summary and closing reports, gift card reports, store credit details and tax records. That Vend is missing Vend is not an all-in-one solution like Lightspeed. It's a POS system with the rest of the retail management tools built on top of it. Vend lacks online store and native accounting tools, however,
they are available through integration with third-party vendors. Although it includes a loyalty program, the Lite Plan Vend is expensive ($99 per month), given that it has a $20,000 monthly turnover limit and no access to e-commerce integration. Vend Reviews People who use Vend are usually very happy. Vend user reviews typically take
3 to 4 out of 5 stars. Reviewers and critics gave it high marks for its easy usability and excellent loyalty features. Rare negative reviews indicate that this is probably overstated for the features you get. ShopKeep: The best retail management software for ShopKeep boutique business is a cloud-based retail management solution developed
wisely in specialty stores. It requires minimal customization or configuration, has many pre-installed reports and a user dashboard, so it's intuitive to use. Whether you own a boutique or sell customized or personalized products, ShopKeep will be well suited to manage your business. ShopKeep Pricing ShopKeep does not publicly publish
its pricing information. Instead, quotes are based on the specific needs of your business. However, according to information provided by ShopKeep, these quotes are based on three main plans: Basic, Essential and Advanced, which range in price from $69 to $199 per month. Contact ShopKeep for a specific quote. All plans include
unlimited basic reporting, unlimited transactions and an unlimited number of employees. All plans also come with 24/7 support. More plans include expanded reporting, priority support, additional marketing features, e-commerce options, and integration. ShopKeep Tiered Features $199 for Unlimited Registers Unlimited Transactions -
Employee Accounts24/7 Phone Support ShopKeep has a pretty exhaustive list of features that covers your entire store from the cash register to the backroom and leisure. ShopKip ShopChip you buy, sell, manage stocks and employees, create useful reports and sell your brand. Below is a breakdown of the most important features of
each plan. ShopKeep Stock Management ShopKeep certainly lives up to its name in the inventory management department. The only other service we appreciated that even approaching the depth ShopKeep provides was Lightspeed Retail. You can not only bulk download products or add them individually to your product sheet, but also
add raw goods and create packages. In addition, you have the ability to create a parent element, which means that you can spin-off versions of this item in different colors, sizes and material. The level of detail you get with ShopKeep inventory tools is extremely useful, especially for business owners who are deeply driven by data.
ShopKeep POS Features ShopKeep's POS features garden variety, but that doesn't mean they're not good. Its iPad-based system with interface in front of the face is easy to recognize and use, so any employee should understand it within minutes. The back end of the platform, BackOffice, is equally intuitive and allows you to collect and
analyze valuable information about your customers, products and employees. ShopKeep POS Terminal ShopKeep Ecommerce Features while ShopKeep itself can't run an online store to sell its products online, you have the option to sync a POS system into a BigCommerce store. BigCommerce is one of the best online stores out there,
so the integration of ShopKeep should be the next natural step in the evolution of your business. ShopKeep supplement and integration outside of BigCommerce, there are a few other big business names you can bring into your ShopKeep operation. Fast books is an excellent accounting solution that you may already be using,
integration, making saving books much easier. You also have the ability to integrate Mailchimp with ShopKeep so you can tailor email marketing campaigns to your best, and potentially better customers. ShopKeep Reporting and Analytics Software Reports and Analytics are arguably the biggest stars of the ShopKeep show. Not only can
you create reports on almost every aspect of your business, but you can also delve into details that you may not even thought were important. In addition to providing you with sales, products, customers, and employees, you also get valuable data about vendors, departments, and locations to find out who works best and what needs work.
One of the key differences from ShopKeep and Lightspeed Analytics reports is that ShopKeep only offers pre-installed reports, while Lightspeed allows create custom reports. If you are new to retail reports, ShopKeep could be easier to navigate and easier to set up. ShopKeep Analytics Dashboard What ShopKeep Is Missing is an
affordable POS, which means that it lacks some features included in other, more reliable options such as Lightspeed. ShopKeep doesn't have a built-in loyalty program like Vend does, and doesn't offer built-in accounting and custom analytics like Lightspeed does. ShopKeep's available integrations are also limited. ShopKeep Reviews
ShopKeep receives many awards from both industry reviewers and its user base. Common praises in ShopKeep user reviews include its intuitive interface, excellent inventory control, and detailed reports. In addition, the POS system receives high ratings for its customizability to the unique needs of your store. Unhappy customers often
wrote about their frustrations with customer service and technical support. Area for Retail: The best mobile retail management software space for retailers, a more reliable version of the square free mobile POS, offers detailed inventory management, free online shopping, and access to all other square software. Square for Retail is an
iPad POS, as well as mobile business management and reporting apps, making it the best mobile retail management software. The area for retail price area for retailers is $60 per month for a subscription fee that covers one device in one place. Each additional device will cost you an extra $20 per month. There are also ongoing
processing costs ranging from 2.5% and 10 cents to 3.5% and 15 cents, depending on the type of transaction. Retail Processing Square Charges 2.5% - 10 cents per transactionSwiped Magstripe CardsSwiped/Inserted Chip CardsContactless PaymentsGift Cards3.5% - 15 cents per transactionKeyed-Cards InCard on file
transactionWorld payment terminals2.9% - 30 cents per Square transaction for Retail Features Retail Square for retail has much more than simple payment tools. It is designed with your physical store in mind. It integrates all types of payments, not just credit cards. It can cover all your business locations, track your inventory, help you
build customer relationships and track your employee time maps. Square POS and Inventory Area Inventory Management This retail management software inventory tracking tools allow you to see how many items you have through your business locations. You can also customize the amount of inventory you have and order items when
they get low in stock. Square for Retail has more inventory options than Square, including the ability to link vendors to products and create purchase orders. However, the process To buy very manual compared to other Square programs for retailers can not generate a list of orders to buy based on your reports with low inventory. In
general, Square for Retail offers basic inventory management features - they are not as detailed as Lightspeed or Vend. However, if you are creating a free website or online store with Customers can place orders for delivery or in a pickup store and the square will automatically deduct these inventory items from hand-picked quantities so
you won't resell the stock. The area for retail POS Features POS Terminal is located in the heart of the retail area. This has become so ubiquitous in today's sales environment that everyone will recognize and be able to use the interface with ease. Square for Retail includes payment functionality from Apple Pay and Google Pay and
remains up to date with the latest credit card chip readers and payment processing technology. Area for Retail POS Area for Retail E-Commerce Features If your business doesn't have an online presence yet, you can use the area for retail to create an online square store that will allow you to sell everything you have on your shelves
online. Your square online store will be perfectly synchronized with all your physical locations, so you will never resell the item online, then have nothing for your physical customers. Building your square online store is surprisingly simple. Although it doesn't have the raw power of Shopify or BigCommece, it's a great option to expand your
customer base beyond your physical locations. The area for retail add-ons and area integration has become such a common service in the last few years that there are several business services that are not integrated with it in some way. Square plays nicely with BigCommerce, Shopify, Magento, and WooCommerce online stores,
integrates with fast books, and even provides services such as DoorDash and Postmates. If you have an existing retail management software system, it is highly likely that an army of Square programmers is a code plugin for you. However, one of the biggest advantages of using Square for retail as a business management software is
that you can easily integrate with all the other Square software and product offerings. Square also has management teams, salaries, CRM, marketing, loyalty, and gift card programs. Businesses can add any of these features at any time and manage everything with a single centralized dashboard. Square for Retail Reporting and Analytics
Square for Retail generates a decent number of reports that you can use to better understand your business and increase profits. You can get reports of the value of items sold, projected profits, category inventory, and history log. These analytics may not be as comprehensive as what you'll find in Lightspeed Retail, but they're incredibly
convenient and easy to navigate. What Square for Retail — app-based software, and while you can access back-end controls and features through your browser, POS is only available through iPad. Many back-end features, such as inventory management, are only available through the dashboard, not through the app. So you'll need to
use both the app and dashboard to access all Square for Retail features. Although Square for Retail has more sophisticated inventory tools than the free Square app, they still have over systems like Lightspeed or Vend. The Area for Retail Reviews Square has been a favorite for users and critics since it was launched almost a decade
ago. The reviews we read for Square for Retail were almost universal in their praise for the simple convenience of using the software, the deep feature set, and integration with other applications and services. What complaints have focused on niche businesses that need more specialized customization than the area for retail offerings. For
more information, check out our Square Review page. Brightpearl: The best retail management software for large Brightpearl companies is a sophisticated retail management software that places inventory and order management, supplier management, accounting, POS, delivery and warehouse management in one place. Whether you
are a large or growing business that sells products in multiple channels, or has complex logistics needs, Brightpearl is the best retail management software. Brightpearl Pricing Brightpearl does not publish prices, so you will need to contact them directly for a quote. Because Brightpearl is not just one product or service, predicting that you
will pay for it is impossible. Instead, Brightpearl's product suite combines according to your specific business needs. Since it does not publish its pricing schemes, you will have to talk to a sales representative to find out the price for your business. Brightpearl Features Brightpearl bills itself as an omnical retail management solution. This
means that it covers wherever you make a sale, whether online, in your physical store, on the spot, or on the phone. Brightpearl creates the following products to meet almost any type of retail business. Brightpearl features include standard features such as POS, reporting, payments and CRM. It also includes more robust features such
as order management, delivery and execution, warehouse management, procurement and supplier management, retail accounting and workflow automation. Brightpearl's advanced inventory management system is arguably the most comprehensive of all the retail management programs we cover here. It does everything from warehouse
management to inventory alignment and reporting. Brightpearl's inventory management features include multi-channel management, barcoding, inventory management, bundling and products, flexible cycle counting, Amazon FBA inventory co-or.s, and multi-price management features. Brightpearl POS Features Like many other retail
management solutions we have looked at, the POS terminal for Brightpearl is iOS-based. For this reason, the tools are simple You will have to invest in some Apple hardware like iPads to come to work. POS Brightpearl includes standard features such as multiple payment options, receipts, reports, and user-level permissions. It also has
advanced features including offline mode, the ability to put a transaction on hold to run later, endless pass running functions, and buy online, pickup in-store features (BOPIS). Brightpearl E-Commerce Features Brightpearl itself does not provide any e-commerce tools, but it will integrate well with the current online store and integrate it
with your in-person and phone sales. You can use Brightpearl to integrate online sales from several popular e-commerce services, including but not limited to Shopify, Amazon, WooCommerce, BigCommerce and Magento. Brightpearl Supplement and Integration It is not only an e-commerce service that Brightpearl integrates with. They
manage the gamut, including online sales, accounting, payment processing, POS, marketing and reporting. The big names on the list include Walmart, Fast Books, Xero, ShipStation, DHL, UPS, FedEx, PayPal, Mailchimp, Stripe and Authorize.net. These are excellent options for established trusted brands that give Brightpearl the
necessary agility to be a really useful retail management solution. Brightpearl Reporting and Analytics One of Brightpearl's most useful products is its Reporting and Business Analytics. This module gives you the most complete picture of the performance of your business. This will help you make the most informed decisions when it comes
to choosing what to order, who to fire, where to open a place, and how much to charge for groceries. Some of Brightpearl's key reporting features include financial performance, sales channel performance and product analytics. What Brightpearl is missing brightpearl is an extremely sophisticated software designed to handle inventory
logistics in multiple locations and order platforms. This means that it is also not as easy to use as a system like square or ShopKeep. If you don't sell in person and in multiple locations on the Internet, or multiple warehouses for inventory, Brightpearl will be full of features that you don't need. Brightpearl Reviews Brightpearl receives high
marks over the Internet for its comprehensive, multichannel approach to retail management. Brightpearl reviews both users and critics praised its all-in-one character, easy integration and ease of use by any manager or employee. Almost every review we looked at was rated 4 or 5 out of 5 Rare 1- and 2-star reviews cited sales tax errors
for U.S. businesses and minor interface flaws. Stitch Labs: Retail Management Software for Large Online and B2B Businesses Stitch Labs is a multi-channel operations management platform developed businesses that sell at least $1 million or handle more than 25,000 orders a year. You can use this software to manage products,
logistics and data. It does not have a built-in POS system, making it suitable for online or B2B retail business. Stitch Labs Pricing Stitch Labs offers three price levels: core, high growth, and premium. Depending on the needs of your business, expect to pay $799 to $959 per month for annual core and high growth plans, respectively.
Premium plans are available for custom pricing, allowing your business to grow and acquire the tools needed along the way. Stitch Labs features Stitch Labs just like Brightpearl in that it doesn't sell just one product. Instead, it offers a wide range of products tailored to the specific needs of your retail business. These tools include multi-
channel sales, an operations management platform and inventory management software to help a growing business. Stitch Labs Inventory Management Stitch Labs inventory management software is one of the most comprehensive you can buy. It serves as a central hub for all your sales channels, so you can get the most out of every
place you sell your products. One of the best things about inventory management software is that you can track your inventory at any time while it travels through your business when you make an order with the supplier when the product is delivered to the customer. Everything is synchronized in real time, so you know exactly what you
have, where it is and where it is going. Stitch Labs Stock Management Stitch Labs POS Features Stitch Labs doesn't have a native POS system, so you'll have to bring your own. Unfortunately, there are only two integrations available for POS systems: Shopify POS and Square. This is a big disappointment because there are so many
other good POS options out there. Even so, Shopify and Square are two massive names that may be suitable for your business. Stitch Labs E-Commerce Features Another disappointment is that while you can combine and manage all sales channels with Stitch Labs, it doesn't have any built-in e-commerce tools. However, you can
integrate your current e-commerce solution with Stitch Labs if you use one of several integrated online store services. Online stores that Stitch Labs integrates with include BigCommerce, Magento, Shopify, ShopifyPlus, WooCommerce, and zoe. Stitch Labs Supplements and Integration In addition to POS and e-commerce integration,
Stitch Labs allows you to attract third-party services to account for, whole, additional sales, payment processors, delivery and execution, third party logistics, and warehouse management. At the time of writing, there are 45 possible integrations. It's a short list compared to some other retail management solutions, but it has everything you
need ready to go. Lab stitch stitch and Analytics Every interaction with your customers, employees, inventory and software creates data. Few companies use this data in a more comprehensive way than Stitch Labs. You can create reports for just about anything you can think of- from sales analytics and inventory performance to balance
sheets and customer analytics. Stitch Labs provides you with the information you need to make these important business decisions. Stitch Labs reporting. Image credit: Stitch Labs That Stitch Labs is missing Stitch Labs doesn't have a native POS system, which is a major hole if most of your sales are in person. It is also designed for
businesses processing more than $1 million a year, with no opportunity for small or growing businesses. Stitch Labs Reviews Like most other retail management software we've looked at, Stitch Labs is well liked among its users. Many reviews of Stitch Labs users have pointed to the user-friendly Stitch Labs interface and intuitive
inventory management. People also loved his reporting and prediction capabilities. The criticism included minor quirks with the software and an inability to generate detailed reports with multiple currencies involved. Bottom line No matter the size of the retail business you have, management software helps optimize operations in order
processing, inventory tracking and browsing reports. For small businesses, the best options include a convenient POS system, dashboard, and features to connect to online sales channels. As your business grows, you'll need a retail management software that can handle complex retail logistics and manage vendor partnerships and
orders. For most small businesses, Lightspeed Retail is the smart choice for retail management software. Its POS system includes powerful inventory and order management features, as well as one of the best analytical platforms available to small businesses. In addition, the integrated Lightspeed solution also includes retail accounting
and e-commerce. No other solution on this list provides all of these features at a price that is affordable for small businesses. Visit Lightspeed for a free trial. Visit Lightspeed Retail
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